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About This Game

The Hunted is our homage to the classic arcade gun games from Namco (Time Crisis) and Sega (House of the Dead).
It's dark, moody and immersive with full on fire fights, an 'on the rails' story, shoot, duck to take cover, reload, stand and shoot.

Built only for VR it's what VR deserves.

The Team
We have a very long history in games, we have worked on just about every platform at some point and on most genres of game,
we've managed to get ourselves into the lucky position of being able to make games for ourselves and make the games we want

to play, we are very passionate about gaming and VR.

The Story
A mash up of The Fugitive, Rambo, X-Files and all good popcorn films.

You play a decorated war veteran suffering PTSD and wrongfully accused of the murder of your wife and child.
On the run you must survive long enough to prove your innocence.

But in the background is something much darker, is it really PTSD or something far more supernatural?

Currently
Following the update the game now has approx. 1 hour of a story mode, 4 arcade levels with leaderboards.

Wishlist
We have an extensive wishlist for future updates but we welcome your feedback.

A very small part of the wishlist:
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Multiple weapons including grenades and rocket launchers (of course!).
Multiple locations and themes.

Story Mode.
Steamworks SDK support for achievements as a minimum.

Vehicles - tanks, helicopters, jeeps, etc.
Destructible scenery and interaction with scenery.

Updates
We will work hard to keep you updated on progress and communicate what's coming and when, part of that process will be

reviewing comments and doing our best to incorporate them into future builds.
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Title: The Hunted
Genre: Action, Early Access
Developer:
Sekai VR Ltd.
Publisher:
Big Head Games Ltd.
Release Date: 10 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: Intel core i5 4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 970 or AMD R9 290

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: HTC Vive also required

English
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add muzzel loaders to hunter call of the wild
. I would give this game a thumbs up. So glad they added this mod in the Red orchestra/Rising storm series. This game has got
alot of potential. I think this can be just as big as the original Red orchestra 2. Definitely reminds me alot of Saving Private
Ryan and Band of Brothers. To the developer, keep up the good work! Was waiting patiently for the mod :). If anybody is
thinking about getting DLC...

This is the only one you're going to need.. Loved it!

Good puzzles that makes sence when you finish them.

This is the kind of graphics i love in a adventure game.

could be compared to monkey isalnd 3 and Deponia series. This was not fun at all. At least give me an endless mode so I can
play more than 10 minutes.. *Shoots his captain point - blank in his face for no reason whatsoever*. I was actually really
shocked at how awesome this game is. It is a solid defense title, with a quite bit of depth to it.

I would recommend stats being displayed for monsters and towers and maybe an enhanced tutorial. Im still unclear as to whether
upgrading other aspects of a tower before upgrading it to a different tower have any effect, or if its just a waste of money. Also
memorizing the order for building certain towers it frustrating as well.

With that being, I still think this is a great game and have hope that some updates will be made in the future to address some of
these issues.

Overall a solid 8\/10 in its current state.. This game is awesome. The graphic is perfect and sounds are so real and scary.
Characters are all well designed, and I like the control of the game. I liked my little phone in the game. It's such a unique idea to
have a little cute phone in game. I purchased it today and I'm already in love with it. It's so addictive. Can't say that it's the best
horror game but I can definitley say that it's among the bests. definitley worth the price. I don't regret:). worst game ever, when
you try to play it says press any key, no matter what key you press it puts you back to the main menu. I say this add-on is not bad
it's just the railway is a ''Quiet Zone.''
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For the time period, it was a "so-so" game. It offers quick play to kill time, but the AI is horrendous and for that I cannot
recommend it to people who are serious about Poker.. If you liked Advance Wars this is the game for you although it certainly
doesn't match the polish of AW it's the best we've got right now. Honestly it doesn't need to be anything more than that to get
my money. Really fun game in the AW style that runs on any system. I would describe Ninja Smasher as metroidvania-lite. You
collect hidden powerups, defeat bosses, and gain new skills abilities (double jump, wall climb, etc.) as you advance through the
game. However, the game is constructed in such a way that progress is quick and the next (or last) save point is never far
because it is also a mobile game. As a result, it has the hallmarks of a metroidvania, but it has a much more arcade-y feel.

You can expect to get about 3 hours out of the game for the first playthrough, but completing your first run unlocks three new
heroes with different mechanics from the main character. If you really like the game play, I imagine you could squeeze another
few hours out of these bonus heroes.

The sound effects and music could be implemented better. If the game chose randomly between a few different sword strike
sounds and had unique sound effects for secondary weapon hits, it would go a long way to reducing the monotony. Better
transitions between areas and more varied tracks would help on the music side.

Overall, I'm impressed. Most of the games I get on Steam for $5 dollars are underwhelming, even at that price point, but playing
Ninja Smasher has me hoping the developer finds some success. There is a lot of potential here and I'd be happy to buy a full-
fledged metroidvania from Q-Cumber Factory!. I like the game ;-;. Fun little P&C game.

Easy enough and short.

Pros:

Fun

Easy

The thing that P&C games have to do is to make sense on what items to use and whatnot, and it does make sense.. most of the
time. So that's good.

Cons:

No dialogue

No music (besides like here and there the same thing

Barely any SFX

Short

Final verdict:

If you're a fun of P&C games you're not missing anything, but if you find it on sale or a bundle, I'd say get it. Nothing to lose
with a short little story. I'm giving this a thumbs up cuz I'm definitely getting the 2nd episode on sale (ofc) whenever.
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. I really like this game so far.
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